
Steel Guitar Options 

Body 
All lap steel guitars come standard with flame maple top and back on EH-150 inspired models, 
which are built as a semi hollow body as a standard. All other guitars are either solid maple, or 
maple body with flame maple tops. Any other combination is possible, please inquire for more 
details and pricing. Most body styles are available. If your looking for an alternative style or 
console guitar please inquire. Here’s just a few examples. Necks feature rounded corners for 
comfort playing. All instruments are finished with nitrocellulose lacquer, unless requested 
otherwise.

Left: EH-150 inspired model, Right: Electar inspired model. 




Headstock 
All instruments include a veneered headstock with the Larson name inlaid and the choice of 
dog head logo. Binding is included if desired, in choice of black, white or cream. For the wood 
veneer, walnut is standard, other options include ebony, maple, or cherry at a nominal cost. 
Tuners are Gotoh as standard, in nickel.

Left: Walnut with cream binding, Center: ebony with cream binding,

Right: painted headstock with abalone inlay.




Bridges 
Steel guitar are available in 6 string standard, or 8 and 10 string by request. There are a few 
options for bridges. There is a cast aluminum Bigsby style bridge (pictured above) or custom 
made aluminum are the standard option. Also (not pictured) is a bridge inspired by a vintage 
Gibson design and an early square style Bigsby. All bridges available at the included price.


Left: Bigsby style, right 
aluminum bridge. 


Pickups 
All instruments include your choice of Larson built pickup. I can supply most vintage styles, 
from a Charlie Christian style, Bigsby, P90, or whichever you prefer. If your have a preference 
for a different brand pickup, the upgrade cost will be just the cost of the pickup of choice. 
Custom wiring available by request,

Left: Bigsby style, Center: P90, Right: Charlie Christian style.

 



Position Markers and Scale 
All steel guitars come with a choice of position markers, either white pearl or abalone. 
Fretboards are ebony with frets installed as “fret” positions. Scale length is 22 1/2” or 24” if 
requested. There is no upgrade charge for scale length or choice of marker dots.

Left: White Pearl inlay, Right: Abalone inlay.





Prices:

Base price: $999 USD

Includes: 6 String, 22 1/2” scale, ebony fretboard, white pearl or abalone dot inlay, flame maple 
top and back, maple neck with steel reinforcement, walnut or ebony or painted headstock, 
choice of black/white/cream binding, gotoh nickel tuners, choice of bridge, choice or Larson 
pickup, finished in nitrocellulose lacquer either clear or burst. Guitars require a $250 deposit. 


Upgrades:

8 string - $50

Gold hardware - $50

Pearloid gotoh tuners - $30


Please inquire for any other upgrades or options. All prices are in US dollars, and subject to 
change without notice. Shipping is extra as well as case. 



